CORRIGENDUM TO CALL TEXT:
SUPPLEMENTARY CALL FOR SRC PROGRAMME KEYS TO SUSTAINABLE GROWTH (2018)

Please be informed that corrigenda have been published to the call text for the SRC’s supplementary call originally published on 26 January 2018. Two sentences on page 8 (section 3.3) have been corrected as follows:

Error:  “In addition, consortium PIs cannot act as WP leaders.”
Correction:  “In addition, consortium PIs cannot act as WP leaders in other consortia than their own.”
Date:  31 January 2018

Error:  “Subproject PIs or WP leaders cannot have work assignments in other consortia under the same programme.”
Correction:  “Subproject PIs or WP leaders cannot have equivalent work assignments in other consortia under the same programme.”
Date:  15 March 2018

MORE INFORMATION

Contacts at the Strategic Research Unit:

- Science Adviser Joona Lehtomäki, tel. +358 295 335 121
- Science Adviser Milja Saari, tel. +358 295 335 123
- Science Adviser Jyrki Hakapää, tel. +358 295 335 020

Email addresses are in the format firstname.lastname@aka.fi.

More information is also available at www.aka.fi/src.